
 

 

      

                     CYPRESS POINT RESORT 
                                    8651 Treasure Cay Ln, Orlando, FL 

                                     Tel: (407) 597-2700 
 

                         SHUTTLE SCHEDULE 
                                                      EFFECTIVE 01/01/2022 

 

DISNEY® PROVIDES CONTINOUS COMPLIMENTARY SHUTTLE FROM ANY PARK TO ANYWHERE 

ON DISNEY® PROPERTY UNTIL CLOSING, BY DISNEY® BUSES, MONORAIL OR FERRY BOATS. 

(MAGIC KINGDOM® IS REFERRED AS TTC) 

 

 

Shuttle departs hotel at: 
 

07:05 a.m. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS® 

07:05 a.m. SEA WORLD® 

09:35 a.m. MAGIC KINGDOM® 

10:35 a.m. EPCOT® 
 

Return Shuttle departs theme parks at: 
 

04:00 p.m. HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS® (LANE #68) 

06:20 p.m. SEA WORLD® (Green Canopy) 

07:20 p.m. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS® (LANE #77) 

10:00 p.m. EPCOT® (LANE #35) 
 

 

 

 
* Platinum Transportation Inc does NOT provide complimentary transportation to or from Disney® Special events such as 

“Not so scary Halloween” ®, “Mickey’s very Merry Christmas Party” ®, etc. Groups of 10 or more MAY NOT use the shuttle. 

Please consult Platinum Transportation Inc for alternative options. Shuttle departs promptly at scheduled time. Please be at the 

bus stop at least 10 minutes prior to the departure time, as the driver does not announce the departures at the lobby or any 
area of the hotel. Shuttle operates on the first come first serve basis. Seats are limited. Standing room may be available. Reservations 

are available for ADA guests with manual wheelchair or an electric wheelchair and must be made 24 hours in advance. Smoking, food 

and drinks are prohibited at all times. Luggage, mobility and recreational scooters or other large items are not allowed on the shuttle. 

Only single umbrella style strollers are allowed on the shuttle (please refer to picture). No reimbursements for any missed pickups. 

Contact the dispatcher if shuttle is delayed more than 20 minutes. Before boarding the shuttle please present room key/ voucher to the 

driver. Platinum Transportation Inc. is not responsible for any items left behind. Platinum Transportation Inc. reserves the right to 

adjust drop off locations to any alternative Disney World Parks for reasons including, but not limited to traffic, 

weather, road incidents, special events, etc. at driver’s discretion. Guests have an option to transfer to original 

destination via Disney’s COMPLIMENTARY buses, monorail, or ferry boats. Pick up locations remain as 

scheduled. 
                        *TIMES MAY CHANGE SLIGHTLY DUE TO TRAFFIC AND OR WEATHER CONDITIONS. 

                       *SCHEDULES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UPON NOTICE FROM PLATINUM TRANSPORTATION. 

FOR PRIVATE GROUP TRANSFERS, TAXI SERVICE, CHARTER, OR LIMO REQUESTS PLEASE VISIT 

WWW.PLATINUMTRANSPORTATION.COM OR CALL OUR DISPATCH 

407 492 8888 
 

http://www.platinumtransportation.com/

